ASU's Community Clean Air Project

ASU Student Ambassadors are excited to partner with your school to organize a community DIY Corsi-Rosenthal ("CR box) air filtration build event, or Box-thon, to help bring cleaner air into your classrooms. This simple hands-on public health intervention has an immediate impact on the health of our local community and is a great hands-on STEM project for students.

SUPPLY LIST PER UNIT

- Four (4) MERV-13 filters
- One (1) 20 inch box fan
- Duct tape
- Cardboard for the shroud (on top of unit)

*Approximate cost per unit $75-80

TO PURCHASE SUPPLIES

Amazon Wish List

Click Link

Clean Air sponsorships:
- $27 Box Fan
- $50 Air Filters
- $80 (1) CR Unit

https://shesc.asu.edu/centers/Corsi-Rosenthal